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A regular feature of weekly worship in Reformed churches is an "affirmation of faith," that is, a

reading from a historic confession or creed. Why? According to the PCUSA Mission Agency, we need

these succinct summaries of the Christian faith a) "because we are a community of believers, not a

random collection of individuals, and these creeds reflect our sense of community by describing our

shared story and our common values," and b) because we "are inclined to forget who and whose we

are, we need guidance and continual reminders about what we believe."

For a couple of weeks before the start of the new school/church year, let's remember what it is that

we as Presbyterians believe about church. The Brief Statement of Faith - 1984 (2nd half of the 4th

paragraph) describes the mission of the church in five phrases, two of which are below:

...7o witness among all peoples to Christ as Lord ond Savior

o A "witness" tells about what they themselves have seen and experienced; this is more personal

than it is intellectual or academic.

o ln the New Testament, both "Lord" and "Saviol" weri: terms used of Caesar in the Roman empire,

they were meant to elicit the ultimate and unbreakable allegiance of its citizens. For the Christian,

Jesus trumps even Caesar - or any other commitment or obligation they might have, there is Jesus,

everything else is a distant 2nd place. Our "witness" is of what happens to a life (our own) or a group

(church) when Jesus is its unrivaled King, not merely a consultant, as Tim Keller put it.

...7o unmosk idolotries in ond culture

o What "idolatry"? Seems like an obsolete word to us moderns. St. Augustine had a twofold

definition of idolatry: when you worship things that you should just use, and when you try to use

that which you should only worship. This is why Pope Francis recently said that the opposite of

believing in God isn't atheism, it's idolatry; we don't get rid of God as much as we replace Him, and

try to wrangle or manipulate Him to our ends.

o The most surprising element of this phrase is where the idolatries are located: "church" gets listed

first, before "culture." But anyone familiar with the Bible knows that God's people were (and

apparently still are) as easily swayed by idols as anyone else might be. Our idols are exposed when

we ask (akin to Augustine's definition of idolatry above) - What are we overvaluing and/or trusting

too much, and how are we trying to manipulate God into doing things our way?


